The role of mechanical stretching in the activation and localization of adhesion proteins and related intracellular molecules.
The molecular complexity of the processes which lead to cell adhesion includes membrane and cytoskeletal proteins, involved in the focal adhesion formation, as well as signaling molecules tightly associated with the main intracellular regulatory cascades (Akt/PKB and MAPK/Erk). Dynamic environments, which create substrate deformations at determined frequencies and timing, have significant influences on adhesion mechanisms and in general in cellular behavior. In this work, we investigated the role of mechanical stretching (10% substrate deformation, 1 Hz frequency applied up to 60 min) on adhesion proteins (vinculin and focal adhesion kinase-FAK), related RhoGTPases (Rac1 and RhoA), and intracellular pathways (Akt/PKB and MAPK/Erk) in terms of activation and membrane recruitment in relation with cytoskeletal changes observed (membrane ruffling and filopodia formation). These changes are due to intracellular molecular rearrangements, acting with sequential concerted dynamics, able to modify the cytoskeletal conformation. The observed cellular response adds some important issues for better understanding the cellular behavior in environment which mimic as close as possible the physiological conditions.